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Edge and bulk effects in Terahertz photoconductivity of an antidot superlattice
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We investigate the terahertz~THz! response of a square antidot superlattice by means of photoconductivity
measurements using a Fourier-transform-spectrometer. We detect, spectrally resolved, the cyclotron resonance
and the fundamental magnetoplasmon mode of the periodic superlattice. In the dissipative transport regime
both resonances are observed in the photoresponse. In the adiabatic transport regime, at integer filling factor
n52, only the cyclotron resonance is observed. From this we infer that different mechanisms contribute to
converting the absorption of THz radiation into photoconductivity in the cyclotron and in the magnetoplasmon
resonances. In the dissipative transport regime, heating of the electrons via resonant absorption of the THz
radiation in the two-dimensional bulk is the main mechanism of photoconductivity in both resonances. In the
case of the cyclotron resonance, and especially in the adiabatic transport regime, we find an additional contri-
bution to photoconductivity which we interpret as being caused by THz-absorption-induced backscattering of
edge states. The characteristic decay length of the magnetoplasmon at the sample edges is about an order of
magnitude larger than the typical width of the edge states in the quantum Hall effect. The magnetoplasmon is
therefore not able to induce such backscattering of edge states. Thus in the adiabatic transport regime, i.e.,
when only the edge states contribute to electric conduction, magnetoplasmon excitation does not induce a
photoconductive signal.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.045315 PACS number~s!: 73.20.Mf, 73.43.2f, 73.50.Pz
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetotransport properties of a two-dimensio
electron gas~2DEG! in high magnetic fields are successful
described in the edge channel or Landauer-Bu¨ttiker
picture.1–4 According to this model the spatial current dist
bution in a 2DEG in high magnetic fields is strongly infl
enced by the filling factor of the 2DEG. At the edges of
Hall bar the Landau levels~LL’s ! of the unbounded 2DEG
are bent upward in energy due to the confining potential. T
intersections of these upwardly bent Landau levels with
Fermi energy form the so-called edge states.5–7 Electrons in
edge states at opposite edges of the Hall bar flow in oppo
directions. At integer filling factors the Fermi energy lies
the regime of localized states between two Landau level
the 2D bulk, and a sufficiently small electric current is ca
ried by the edge states only. In thermal equilibrium all ed
states at the same sample edge have the same chemic
tential. Scattering between edge states of the same sa
edge~inter-LL scattering! is likely to occur after a distance
that is called the equilibration lengthl eq . However, this kind
of scattering event does not lead to a nonzero magnetor
tancerxx along the current direction as it cannot reverse
electron’s direction of motion. Over distances up to t
equilibration length a nonequilibrium population betwe
edge states~of the same edge! can be maintained. The trans
port regime in which no equilibration between edge states~of
the same edge! occurs is called the adiabatic regime. At no
integer filling factors the Fermi energy lies within the to
most partially filled Landau level. This topmost~further also
referred to asNth) Landau level can form a bulk conduc
tance channel that allows backscattering of electrons, wh
0163-1829/2001/63~4!/045315~5!/$15.00 63 0453
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leads to a nonzero longitudinal magnetoresistancerxx .8,9

The Nth channel is almost perfectly decoupled from t
lower N21 edge states.8 This means that the edge stat
propagate unaffected by the bulk channel just as they wo
do for integer filling factors.

Here we study the photoconductivity of nanostructur
2DEG’s caused by intraband absorption in the quantum H
regime. Intraband photoconductivity10 of 2DEG’s has been
successfully described by Nepplet al.11 using a bolometric
model, which was originally employed to explain the mech
nism of photoconductivity caused by intersubband resona
in 2DEG’s. Later the same model was also applied
cyclotron-resonance-induced photoconductivity in the qu
tum Hall regime12 and to photoconductivity of systems wit
reduced dimensionality.13 In cyclotron resonance, the ab
sorption of radiation excites single electrons from theN
21)st ~bulk! LL below the Fermi energy to theNth LL
above the Fermi energy. Within a bolometric model the e
cited electrons thermalize via electron-electron interacti
and a new quasiequilibrium corresponding to a higher e
tron temperature is established. As the longitudinal re
tance rxx depends on temperature, the increased elec
temperature results in a change of the longitudinal resista
Drxx , which is measured in a photoconductivity experime

In more recent photoconductivity experiments, an e
hanced cyclotron resonance amplitude in the adiabatic tr
port regime close to a current injecting contact14 was ob-
served. The longitudinal resistance in the adiabatic regim
low temperatures and bias currents under illumination b
far-infrared laser was observed to show a sharp maximu15

at the cyclotron resonance. The authors concluded that
cyclotron resonance absorption process induces a none
©2001 The American Physical Society15-1
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librium population of edge states. They infer that this a
leads to interedge scattering~i.e., to scattering events that a
able to reverse the electrons’ direction of motion! and thus to
an increase in longitudinal resistance. This increase in re
tance can be observed directly in photoconductivity14 and in
magnetotransport.15

We investigate the photoconductivity properties of an
tidot superlattice which allows us to excite the cyclotr
resonance and the fundamental magnetoplasmon mod
illumination with THz radiation. We find that at nonintege
filling factors mainly resonant electron heating contributes
photoconductivity in both absorption processes. Under a
batic transport conditions at a filling factor ofn52, on the
contrary, only the cyclotron resonance~CR! is observed.
Here, in addition, the CR amplitude has a different dep
dence on the applied bias current than the magnetoplas
and cyclotron resonance amplitudes in the dissipative tra
port regime. This indicates that the photoresponse in
adiabatic transport regime is generated by a process diffe
from electron heating, which is mainly responsible for t
photosignal in the dissipative regime.

II. SAMPLE DETAILS AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUE

The sample investigated here is a square antidot supe
tice with a period of 500 nm, fully covering the distance
39 mm between adjacent voltage probes on a 39mm wide
Hall bar ~Fig. 1!.

The antidot superlattice is prepared on a GaAs/AlGa
heterostructure with a mobility~at T54.2 K) of m
515.3 cm2/Vs and an electron densityns53.4531015 m22

in the unpatterned 2DEG. The 2DEG is a distance of 37
from the sample surface. The antidots are written bye-beam
lithography and transferred into the 2DEG by shallow
('6 nm) wet etching. In the patterned region the dens
~obtained by Hall measurements! is smaller by about 7%
compared to the unpatterned 2DEG. The antidots have a
angular shape~width 300 nm, height 200 nm!.16 However,
this is not essential for the results presented here.

We study the photoresponse, in particular the chang
resistanceDRxx5DUxx /I , in response to the THz illumina
tion, by measuring the photoinduced voltageDUxx between
two voltage probes in four-point geometry as shown in F
1. We apply dc bias currentsI of up to 10mA between
source and drain contacts. The bath temperature during

FIG. 1. Sample layout and setup for photoconductivity measu
ments.
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measurements is 4.2 K, and magnetic fields of up to 12 T
applied perpendicular to the plane of the 2DEG.

We use a broadband mercury lamp to irradiate o
samples. The light source is modulated by a Fouri
transform spectrometer to spectrally analyze the meas
photoresponseDUxx . In the spectral range of interest to u
between 0 and 200 cm21 ~0–6 THz!, the Hg lamp has an
integrated intensity of a few microwatts.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Fig. 2~a! typical data in the dissipative regime at
magnetic field of 8.4 T (n'1.6) and a bias current of 1mA
applied from the source to the drain contact are shown.
can be seen there, we detect the cyclotron resonance a
magnetoplasmon~MP! resonance. The photoresponseDUxx
was recorded between contacts 3 and 4. Figure 2~b! shows a
spectrum taken at the reference section on the same Hal
~contacts 1 and 2!. There, only the cyclotron resonance
resolved.

We record the photoresponse spectra for a series of m
netic fields between 0 and 12 T and fit the spectral resona
position of the magnetoplasmon as a function of the app
magnetic field by17,20 v25v0

21vc
2 to extrapolate the zero

magnetic-field plasmon frequencyv0. This v0 is compared
to the calculated frequencyvP of a plasmon in a two-
dimensional electron gas with a two-dimensional modulat
of the charge density with periodsax anday along thex and
y directions, respectively. We determinevP from sample-
specific parameters via the formula18,19

vP
2 5

Nse
2

2m* ee f fe0

AS nx

2p

ax
D 2

1S ny

2p

ay
D 2

[
Nse

2

2m* ee f f~k!e0

k. ~1!

Here,nx and ny are integers,Ns is the 2D electron den-
sity, m* the effective mass,k the wave vector as defined b
the above formula, andee f f the effective dielectric constant
In the present caseax5ay5a5500 nm. Foree f f we use17

ee f f(k)5eGaAs/@11(e21)/(e11)e22kd#, where the dis-

-

FIG. 2. PhotoresponseDUxx at a bias current ofI 51 mA and a
magnetic field ofB58.4 T for ~a! the antidot superlattice and~b!
the unpatterned reference section. In the dashed part of curve~a! an
artifact has been removed.
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tanced of the 2DEG from the sample surface isd537 nm in
our samples. The effective massm* 50.07 is deduced from
the frequency of the cyclotron resonance, measured in
reference section. We fit our data by the (nx ,ny)5(1,0)
mode and obtain very good agreement between theory
experiment. Therefore, the resonance in addition to the
clotron resonance is identified as the fundamental~1,0! or the
degenerate~0,1! magnetoplasmon mode in the superlattic

Figure 3~a! shows photoconductivity spectra taken at
magnetic field ofB58.0 T ~corresponding to a filling facto
of n51.7 of the 2DEG! for bias currents applied betwee
source and drain contacts ranging from110 mA to
210 mA in steps of 2mA. As expected, with no bias curren
applied no photoconductivity is observed~curve I 50). For
bias currents ofI 562 mA both the cyclotron resonanc
~CR! and the magnetoplasmon~MP! are observed in the pho
toresponseDUxx and have a large amplitude already. F
higher bias currents up toI 5610 mA the photoresponse
amplitude in the cyclotron resonance slightly increases
finally decreases again. The photoresponse amplitude in
magnetoplasmon absorption, on the other hand, decre
monotonically.

Figure 3~b! shows data analogous to those in Fig. 3~a!, but
for a magnetic field ofB56.8 T, corresponding to a filling
factor of n52. Under these conditions, up to high bia
currents ofI 568 mA, only the cyclotron resonance is ob
served, but not the magnetoplasmon. Only for very high b
currents of I 5610 mA does a magnetoplasmon-induce
photoresponse begin to develop. The amplitude of the cy
tron resonance increases linearly with increasing bias
rent.

FIG. 3. Photoconductivity spectra at a magnetic field~filling
factor! of ~a! B58 T (n51.7) and~b! B56.8 T (n52) for differ-
ent bias currents ranging fromI 5210 mA to 110 mA.
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For a filling factor of n51.9 (B57.2 T) ~not shown!
both the cyclotron resonance and the magnetoplasmon
observed in the photoresponse, but the magnetoplasmon
for bias currents higher than aboutI 563 mA.

Summarizing, at integer filling factorn52 of the 2DEG
only the cyclotron resonance is observed in photorespo
At n,2 both the magnetoplasmon and the cyclotron re
nance are observed in photoresponse.

Figure 4 shows the amplitudes of the spectra from Fi
3~a! and 3~b! as a function of the bias current between sou
and drain. Open circles correspond to the cyclotron re
nance maximum, black dots to the magnetoplasmon sig
The dashed interpolating lines are guides to the eye only.
comparison, the differential longitudinal resistan
dUxx /dIbias as a function of the bias current, recorded in t
same geometry as the photoresponse, is plotted~solid line!.

IV. DISCUSSION

Figure 4 demonstrates that the amplitude of the magn
plasmon signal qualitatively follows the differential longitu
dinal resistancedUxx /dIbias for different magnetic fields
~filling factors!. It will be shown in the following that there-
fore the magnetoplasmon signal can be explained by hea
of the electron gas corresponding to the bolometric mode11

In the bolometric model the photoresponse of a sampl

FIG. 4. Amplitudes of cyclotron resonance~open circles! and
magnetoplasmon~solid dots! photoresponse in comparison to th
longitudinal resistancedUxx /dIbias as a function of the bias curren
applied between source and drain.
5-3
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regarded as a change in the voltage~or resistance, or conduc
tivity, depending on whether a voltage, resistance or cond
tivity is measured in the specific sample geometry! caused by
an increased electron temperature. In our case, the longi
nal voltage is measured in a four-point geometry~Fig. 1!.
Thus the photoresponse corresponds, in terms of the bo
etric model, to a temperature-induced change in the long
dinal voltageDUxx5dUxx /dTDT. The increase in electron
temperature,DT, is provided by the resonant absorption
the THz radiation. Since the absorption coefficient does
strongly depend on magnetic field or filling-factor and sin
filling factor-induced oscillations of the electronic speci
heat are rather weak, we can for simplicity assume thatDT
does not depend on magnetic field or filling factor in t
present, small signal limit. Thus, the photoresponse is de
mined by the dependencedUxx /dT of the voltageU on tem-
perature.

On the other hand, a sufficiently high bias currentI also
produces an increase in electron temperature. Thus the
ferentialdUxx /dI is directly proportional todUxx /dT.

The amplitude of the magnetoplasmon-induced photo
sponse as a function of bias currentI very closely resembles
the differential longitudinal resistancedUxx /dI and thus
dUxx /dT. Thus the bolometric model can describe the ph
toresponse mechanism at the magnetoplasmon resonan
heating of the electron gas.

A nonzero longitudinal voltageUxx(T) is, on the other
hand, a rough measure for the amount of conduction thro
bulk, dissipative electronic states.21 Thus the appearance o
the magnetoplasmon in photoconductivity can be taken a
indicator of beginning bulk conductivity.

For n51.7 (B58 T) the amplitude of the cyclotron reso
nance has a behavior similiar to that of the magnetoplasm
@Fig. 4~a!#, even though the features occur at higher b
currents. Forn52 or B56.8 T @Fig. 4~c!#, in contrast, the
amplitude of the cyclotron resonance signal increases
early with increasing bias current while the amplitude of t
magnetoplasmon response and the longitudinal resist
~solid line! stay almost zero up to bias currents ofI 5
68 mA. The suppression of the magnetoplasmon and
vanishing longitudinal resistance indicate that the 2D bulk
still insulating. Thus only the edge states contribute to
conductance at an external magnetic field ofB56.8 T (n
52). Therefore, we attribute the cyclotron resonance par
the photoresponse atn52 to backscattering of the topmo
edge states. AtB58 T probably both mechanisms are im
portant, as will be discussed below.

Summarizing the discussion, the magnetoplasmon abs
tion leads to a photoresponse only in the dissipative trans
regime, when the 2D bulk is conducting, which also ma
fests itself in a nonzero~differential! longitudinal magnetore-
sistancerxx5dUxx /dI. The cyclotron resonance absorptio
leads to a photoresponse also in the adiabatic transpor
gime, when only the edge states contribute to electric c
ductance.

As for the mechanism of backscattering we follow t
argumentation of Diesselet al. and propose that the absor
tion of THz radiation at the cyclotron resonance in the
gime of the QHE atn'2 leads to a nonequilibrium popula
04531
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tion of edge states and thus to an enhanced intere
scattering rate, i.e., the rate of backscattering from one e
of the Hall bar through the insulating bulk region to the oth
edge.

In the case of an antidot superlattice as studied here,
only do extended edge states at the boundaries of the
bar exist, but also localized states around the antidots.
propose that backscattering in our superlattice takes plac
several steps via the current loops localized around the a
dots.

We will now briefly discuss our data for other differen
filling factors ~magnetic fields!. At a filling factor of n
51.9 (B57.2 T) @Fig. 4~b!# the cyclotron resonance be
haves as forn52 (B56.8 T) @Fig. 4~c!#. The magnetoplas-
mon amplitude andrxx are both almost zero for small bia
currents below 2mA and then increase very similiarly to
each other. This is explained as follows: For low bias c
rents below 2mA the sample is in an adiabatic state of co
ductance and only the cyclotron resonance absorption
duces a photoresponse. For higher bias currents b
transport is beginning to be thermally activated, such that
sample is now in a dissipative state. Correspondingly
magnetoplasmon absorption also generates
photoresponse.22 At a magnetic field ofB56.2 T, still in the
plateau region ofrxx around integer filling factorn52 ~not
shown!, the data are very similar to those forn52 (B
56.8 T) @Fig. 4~c!#. The reason for this is, that—up to bia
currents of 10mA—the 2DEG is still in an adiabatic stat
(rxx is still vanishing!. Thus only the CR absorption gene
ates a photoresponse. For a filling factor ofn51.6 (B
58.6 T) ~not shown!, where rxx is nonzero the data re
semble those forn51.7 (B58 T) ~where rxx5” 0 as well!
@Fig. 4~a!#. This is because the 2DEG is in a dissipative sta
Thus both CR and MP absorption lead to a photorespon

Now it remains to be discussedwhy the magnetoplasmon
is visible in the photoresponse in the dissipative transp
regime only, but the cyclotron resonance occurs both in
dissipative and the adiabatic transport regimes, i.e., why o
CR absorption is able to induce backscattering of edge sta

The extent of the edge states into the 2D bulk is com
rable to the edge depletion length, which is of the order o
few 100 nm. The characteristic coherence lengthl of a col-
lective excitation with a frequency/wave vector depende
v(q) is generally equal tol 5(dv/dq)t with the scattering
time t. For the magnetoplasmon in our samples this relat
gives l'10 mm. This means that the magnetoplasmon ex
tation has its full strength only a distancel'10 mm away
from the sample boundaries, i.e., deep in the 2D bulk. At
location of the edge states, not much more than 100 nm a
from the boundaries, the magnetoplasmon has almost
ished. When only the edge states contribute to electric c
duction, as is the case under adiabatic transport conditi
the magnetoplasmon in the 2D bulk cannot be converted
a photoresponse. This conversion could only be done by
edge states, but at the location of the edge states the ma
toplasmon oscillation strength is already negligible.

The characteristic length for the cyclotron resonance
the magnetic length. Even though the cyclotron resonanc
a collective phenomenon is affected by finite-size effects
5-4
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to macroscopic dimensions,23 it is sensitive to the local po
tential landscape even in the nanometer range.24 Thus ab-
sorption in the cyclotron resonance can be converted in
photoresponse by the edge states also.

V. CONCLUSION

We have examined cyclotron-resonance- a
magnetoplasmon-induced changes in the longitudinal volt
of an antidot superlattice in high magnetic fields by means
photoconductivity measurements. In the dissipative trans
regime we detect both magnetoplasmon and cyclotron r
nances in the photoresponse. In the adiabatic transpor
gime at integer bulk filling factorn52 we detect only the
cyclotron resonance in the photoresponse. To explain th
experimental results, i.e., the different dependencies of
amplitudes of the photoresponse in the cyclotron resona
and in the magnetoplasmon resonance on the applied
current at different filling factors, we suggest a mod
wherein different mechanisms generate photoconductivit
the magnetoplasmon resonance and in the cyclotron r
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nance. According to this model electron heating is resp
sible for photoconductivity in the dissipative transport r
gime. In the regime of adiabatic transport at integer filli
factorn52 the photoresponse is generated by backscatte
of the topmost edge state, and this backscattering can
caused by the cyclotron resonance only.

The reason that only the CR can cause backscatterin
edge states is that cyclotron and magnetoplasmon resona
have different characteristic lengths. The characteri
length of the cyclotron resonance is comparable to the lat
extent of the edge states; thus CR absorption can ind
backscattering of edge states. The characteristic length o
magnetoplasmon is larger by almost an order of magnit
than the lateral extent of the edge states; thus MP absorp
cannotinduce backscattering of edge states.
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